Engineering projects often face a great number of uncertainties which will lead projects to deviate from the anticipated objective. This paper carried out a detailed study on real-time monitoring of objective deviation in engineering projects, and it will help project managers monitor the state of engineering project better. A Grid Management (GM) method was used to set up a monitor structure, and the real-time monitor grid structure was constructed in level, milestone and objective dimensions. The buffer analysis method was designed to measure the level of objective deviation. The objective deviation level is based on the result of the grid cell buffer analysis. The principal part construction of Shenyang Olympic Tennis court was selected as the example to illustrate the real-time monitor process in detail. The results indicated that the proposed real-time objective monitor method makes it possible for project manager to real-time monitor all the main objectives in one model and carry out management, and decision-making in a more macro perspective.
INTRODUCTION
The complex, dynamic and continually changing characteristics of the construction process have been recognized as an important contributor to the high rates of deviation [1] , such as project delay, cost overrun and an increase in the number of accidents. Therefore, keeping the project in step with the expected plan is an important goal that many scholars and project administrators are concerned with. Some project control concepts or theories have been applied to help project managers to reduce project deviation with the development of frameworks and models. Management by objectives (MBO) was put forward by American management guru Peter Drucker in 1954 and has been widely applied in the field of engineering project management. The engineering project is usually defined as a set of tasks or activities under specific objectives. Many researchers have focused on the planning and monitoring the problem of quality objective, schedule objective and cost objective. Wu et al. [2] added safety objective and environment objective to manage scope and proposed "Engineering project five main objectives". Meanwhile, the participants' satisfaction has been added as one of the management objective in some researches [3] . In recent years, there are number of research achievements about engineering project objectives control. For example, the critical path method (CPM) achieves the goal of schedule objective optimization through accurately manage the critical path. Gardoni used adapted Bayesian network method to forecast the schedule of key milestone and project completion time [4] . Earned value management (EVM) is a commonly used method what performs dynamic calculation of project schedule and cost objective by comparing the three main indicators "planned value (PV), actual cost (AC), earned value (EV)" and their derivative index [5] . Based on the EVM theory, many scholars have derived some objective optimization algorithms such as Planned Value Method (PVM), Earned Duration Method (EDM). Some project control concepts or theories have been applied to help project managers to reduce project deviation with the development of frameworks and models [6, 7] . Monghasemi believed that multi-objective interest conflict is a main problem in making objective plan in project decision making and planning phase. Therefore, he built a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) decision model to research the trade-off and priorities problem of schedule-cost-quality objectives [8] . Cristobal [9] established a 0-1 integer programming model which enables projects to meet the quality output standard, time and budget objectives. Seyedhoseini et al. introduced an objective for selecting a set of project risk response actions that minimizes the undesirable deviation from achieving the project goal [10] .
Grid technology is an important information technology developed in recent years. It can provide great processing capacity and achieve maximum information integration and sharing [11] . In 1998, the father of the grid, American scientist Ian Foster believed that grid technology would fuse the high speed internet, high-performance computer, large database, sensors and remote equipment together [12] . These features can provide people with more resources and interactive functions. In the computer field, grid technology is mainly used in distributed supercomputing, data intensive computing, tele-immersion and information integration [13] . In addition, high performance computing grids are also in great demand in many industries such as energy, transportation, weather, water conservation, agriculture, forestry, education, environmental protection [14] . GM is an innovative management concept evolved from grid technology, which divides the managed object into grid cells according to a certain standard. By using computer information technology or the grid cell coordination mechanism, the managed object can achieve efficient information communication, share the resources of the organization transparently, and finally achieve integration of organization resources, thus improve the efficiency of management [15] . Current researches on GM have gradually permeated the fields of computer information management, business management, market management, urban management and administrative management. Gor et al. [13] argued that the traditional grid concept in computer science was not suitable for enterprise. He extended the grid structure from the computer components and operating system to the institution, decision-making and influence of the environment. Then he put forward a GM system based on the enterprise workflow: Unified GM and Data Architecture (UGanDA). In the market management field, Intel Corporation divided the market into grid and further regional markets to provide rapid customer response, better customer service and optimized local market activity in early 2005 [16] . In China, the Beijing Industry and Commerce Bureau applied a GM mode and divided its jurisdictions into a number of grid cells, where administrators were responsible for economic account ability in 2003. This improvement essentially guarantees the success of economic account supervision [17] . In the urban management field, Beijing Dong Cheng district government began to implement the "urban GM" in 2004 and established the "100 meter×100 meter GM method" [18] . This innovative management method has been popularized in many provinces of China.
Objective buffer analysis has been applied to the research on the calculation of objective deviation. The idea of "Objective buffer" comes from the critical chain management theory [19, 20] . Some scholars used buffer theory to manage the uncertainty in project. Long et al. [21] developed a fuzzy critical chain method for project scheduling under resource constraints and uncertainty. It focused on the penetration level in the project buffer and dynamically updated the schedule to provide a more accurate schedule. The current buffer monitoring mechanism has a problem of neglecting the dynamic feature of the project execution and related activity information when taking corrective actions, Hu et al. [22] proposed a new project schedule monitoring framework by introducing the activity index as a trigger for effective expediting to be integrated into the buffer monitoring process. Yeo et al. [23] created an enhanced critical supply chain management model for major equipment procurement to achieve better management of time uncertainty. This model did not perceive uncertainty purely as a threat, but also as an opportunity to reduce procurement cycle times. Some researches complement the buffer concept with earned value management to improve the project control process [24] .
Buffer analysis in current research is always used to deal with the uncertain time of project. In the objective deviation real-time monitor model, this study extended the applicable scope to all the objectives of engineering project, and determined the objective deviation by real-time monitoring the change in objective buffer. This paper aimed to design an objective deviation real-time monitor model based on GM and objective buffer analysis. When deviation appears in the construction process, the severity of the deviation will be timely analyzed and feedback hierarchically to project managers. The structure and content of the objective deviation in real-time monitor model will be described in detail below. In section 1, the overview about the GM and buffer analysis has been introduced; section 2 introduces the grid structure of the real-time monitor model; section 3 presents the buffer analysis in deviation level calculation. In section 4, the principal part construction of Shenyang Olympic Tennis court is discussed as the example to illustrate the real-time monitor process in detail; section 5 gives the conclusions of the research in this paper.
GM IN THE ESATBLISHMENT OF THE GRID MONITOR STRUCTURE
Generally, the scientific level of the monitoring points' distribution and real-time data selection determine the accuracy of the project objective situation reflection and deviation real-time analysis. As indicated above, grid technology and GM have the characters of real-time, data sharing, rapid positioning and eliminate blind areas, which closely meet the requirements of the real-time monitor model. Therefore, this study applied GM for designing the realtime monitor model structure. According to the GM regulation and monitoring points' distribution requirement, the real-time monitor grid structure has been constructed in three dimensions: level, milestone and objective.
Level Dimension
In the level dimension, the whole working process of construction is broken down into hierarchical work packages or activities based on the analysis of the project work breakdown structure (WBS). The WBS subdivides projects into manageable units of work to be performed through the definition of various levels of hierarchy described and illustrated. The top of the hierarchy is the scope of the project. Each succeeding level in the hierarchy provides greater detail of the groupings and individual tasks to be performed [25] . Building a WBS in an engineering project can accurately determine the project scope and work procedures workload. As a special product, the construction process of a project consists of many activities, each activity having its own objectives such as cost and time limit. Therefore, in order to monitor objectives, project WBS needs to be built first, then the objectives of individual activity have to be controlled and finally integrated into the overall objective monitor system. In addition, the project WBS can also avoid the chaotic relationship of activities within the project organization structure, which may lead to some overlooked work. In this paper, the principal part construction of the Shenyang Olympic tennis court was selected as an example to illustrate the establishment process of an engineering project objective deviation real-time monitor model. Fig. (1) shows the WBS of this project. 
Milestone Dimension
Milestone can be defined as the completion of an important activity [26] . In engineering project management, the word "milestone" describes a certain point in time at which an activity is to be completed. The milestone management mode is typically a result-oriented management mode, judging whether a length of project process is reasonable through the completion of the milestone [27] . Behavior-oriented management mode is more detailed and complex, the resultoriented milestone management mode is more applicable to engineering project management compared with the totally behavior-oriented management mode [28] . In order to carry out the real-time monitoring of engineering project better, this study arranged activities at every level in accordance with the work orders and then marked the monitoring milestones based on WBS structure and the organization plan of the project. As the smallest time unit, milestone simulates real-time with intensive time node. It can not only meet the timeline requirements of project monitoring, but also improve the feasibility and save the management resources. Fig. (2) shows the Gantt chart of the Shenyang Olympic tennis court principal part construction, and the grid structure in level and milestone dimension is shown in Fig. (3) . 
Objective Dimension
The objective refers to the main element needs to be managed during the construction process [29] . Management by objectives (MBO) was put forward by American management guru Peter Drucker in 1954; it is a method that can improve the productivity and efficiency of an organization based on formulated objectives. Each project must commit to productivity objectives and self-efficacy in improving productivity, while improving the work during the process of achieving objectives [30] . Recently, multi-objective control and objective quantification administration have become a main focus of project management [31] , therefore, this paper we considered the project objectives as one of the gridding dimensions. Through intensive study, it was found that depending on management characteristic, the main project objectives in an engineering project can be divided into two types. The first kind is named March Objective (MO), classified as quantitative objective at the project progresses, such as cost objective, schedule objective, material objective and so on [32] . The second kind of objective is Fixed Objective (FO), defined as management standards at a certain stage due to the limitations of industry standards and relevant policy, such as safety objective, quality objective, environment objective and so on. This classification has a great influence on the deviation calculation method selection, discussed in the section below.
With the addition of the objective dimension, the completed real-time monitor grid is shown in Fig. (4) . Grid cell is the smallest minimum control node of the grid structure. Fig. (4) . The completed real-time monitor grid structure.
BUFFER ANALYSIS IN DEVIATION LEVEL CALCULATION
The algorithms such as evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and BP neural network algorithms have been applied to the study on various project life cycle control topics. These algorithms are all frequent and popular due to the possibility of optimization and finding good solutions [33] . This paper is devoted to calculate the actual deviation with planned objective states, so that corrective actions can be taken to meet the project plan. On the basis of grid structure, buffer analysis was proposed after taking the mentioned project control algorithms into consideration. In critical chain management, a project buffer at the end of the critical path is the difference between the due date and the expected completion time. The buffer will absorb the uncertainty in the project and reduce the possibility of delay. Inspired by this method, this paper attempts to assess project deviation level in time by observing the change in objective buffer consumption (BC). The BC is defined as the D-value of actual objective value and expected value.
Instead of studying single objective control or multi-objective interaction problems, this paper attempts to make the buffer analysis method suitable for most engineering project objectives. As mentioned above, according to the characteristics of the buffer analysis requirements, the main project objectives in engineering projects were divided into two types: MO and FO, the suitable BC calculation method was assigned accordingly.
BC Calculation and Deviation Level of MO

Buffer Preset of MO
In MO, if objective deviation appears in one grid cell, it means that objective BC appeared, and it will directly affects the objective buffer quantity of all the subsequent grid cells. Taking schedule objective as an example, if one activity is delayed, in order to ensure that the project is completed on schedule, the time limit of subsequent activities will be reduced. In this situation, two kinds of buffer in every MO are added. The stage buffer (SB) is added at the end of project stages of each WBS level (stage means the sum of the subsidiary grids that branched from one parent grid at the upper level), which will absorb the deviation at the first stage and reduce the influence at the next stage. Meanwhile, the project total buffer (PB) is added at the end of the project, which reflects the difference between the critical completion value and the expected completion value and absorbs the deviation in the whole project. Fig. (5) gives an example of buffers added in one objective of MO. Fig. (5) . Example of buffers added in one objective of MO.
BC and Deviation Level Measurement of MO
In accordance with the project contract and construction program, SB and PB in every objective have been predesigned in the project planning phase. The amount of SB is not same for all stages, some even equal zero. During construction, the objective buffer amount of subsequent grid cells will dynamically change for the consumption of buffers in previous grid cells. Therefore, when the project reaches a new grid cell, SB and PB should be dynamically adjusted:
Based on the principle of minimizing the impact to subsequent grid:
If SB of one stage does not used up, the remaining is added to PB. If the deviation at one stage is bigger than SB, the lack of BC is deducted from PB, SB in upper level, and SB of subsequent grid cells; the priority is: PB → SB in upper level → SB in subsequent grids → SB in other root grids (in Fig. (5) , if SB 3a used up, the deduct sequence is PB→SB 2a →SB 3b \SB 3c →SB 2b →SB 3d \SB 3e \SB 3f ).
In construction, when a project reaches one milestone, we can identify the severity of the impact of deviation on the overall project by comparing real-time BC (the D-value of actual objective value and expected value) of this grid cell with the corresponding preset buffer. Therefore, the objective deviation severity can be divided into 6 levels. Assuming that BC i is BC at milestone i, which belongs to stage j:
No deviation: BC i ≤ 0, SB j has not yet been consumed. It indicates that this objective is working well and completely in accordance with the plan. Deviation I: 0 ≤ BC i ≤ SB j , only SB j has been consumed. It indicates that deviation exists in this grid cell, but will not affect plan of other grids. Deviation II: SB j < BC i ≤ SB j + PB, in this situation, deviation exists and will consume PB, but will not affect the plan of other grids and make the project exceed the critical completion value.
Deviation III:
, where k is the number of SB contained in the roof grid containing SB i . In this situation, deviation will consume PB and SB within the same roof grid, but will not affect the plan of other roof grids and make the project exceed the critical completion value if subsequent activities stick to the objective plan.
Deviation IV:
, where q is the number of SB contained in the whole project. It indicates that the deviation has affected the plan of subsequent activities, but the project may not exceed the critical completion value if the buffer in subsequent activities is deducted.
Deviation V:
, objective deviation has exceeded all the buffers, even if activities in the subsequent grid cells stick to the plan, the objective cannot be corrected and will certainly exceed the contract limit. 
BC Calculation and Deviation Level of FO
As indicated above, the real situation of FO is mainly reflected in the periodic experiment or test results, such as regular environmental monitoring, quality acceptance, etc. instead of obtaining objective deviation through measuring the actual time or cost. These evaluations or tests usually adopt the sampling tests method and the result is mostly expressed in a set of fuzzy labels (excellent, good, or bad), which produce strong uncertainty. To catch the dynamic BC through the milestone test result, an algorithm in the fuzzy decision tree is used for reference.
Fuzzy decision tree combines symbolic tree structures with approximate reasoning offered by fuzzy representation, and has been proven to be a strong classifier and predictor of real-world decision application. In recent years, the increasing popularity of the use of hierarchically organized fuzzy trees has led to the problem of data comparison when it takes a tree structure form, which is as FO buffer analysis needs.
FO Fuzzy Grid Relationship Definition
The grid structure in Fig. (3) is similar to a tree structure, it is developed by the project WBS. The grid cell on the bottom layer are leaves of a tree (nodes without successors), named as leaf grid cells and indicate basic units (single milestone test results in FO monitor). The rest of the grids are called superior grid cells.
As mentioned above, the status of the FO milestone test is usually expressed in levels (excellent, good, or bad). In such cases, the description of milestone status takes the form of a fuzzy grid structure G(X, U). Each grid cell xϵX represents the objective status at a certain milestone, and U is a set of fuzzy relations. Therefore, the objective status of each milestone can be characterized by a set of fuzzy labels In order to confirm the value of a membership function μ L (x) of a grid cell x k at the label l a , membership functions are written in the form of a membership matrix of relations:
(1)
Buffer Preset of FO
After defining the fuzzy relationship of the FO grid, the FO buffer and real-time BC can be calculated. Earlier in the paper, two kinds of buffer were added in MO; for FO, there is only one kind of buffer: showing the distance between the ideal and critical situation (DB). Therefore, in order to set a reasonable DB, the ideal situation and critical situation should be confirmed before beginning construction, that is, the ideal objective status x i and critical objective status x c of each leaf grid cell should be determined.
Distance between x i and x c in one leaf grid cell is defined as follow:
Where μ(X i , l z ) and μ(X c , l z ) are membership matrices of relations between the ideal situation grid and the critical situation grid, m is the number of elements in fuzzy labels L, and K is the weighting coefficient added in each grid cell. For the significance of each leaf grid cell to the overall project FO is different, the weighting coefficient of a superior grid cell P can be defined as follow:
Where S is the number of successors of the superior grid cell P.
According to the definition, DB should be the sum of D xi-xc in all the leaf grid cells. But when preset DB in each leaf grid cell, the D xi-xc in the following grid cell will not affect the DB in the previous grid cell, therefore, the DB in milestone dimension is a process of accumulation. DB of leaf grid cell Q is the sum of D xi-xc in previous leaf grid cell.
(4)
Where w is the number of grid cells finished before leaf grid cell Q. With the advancement of the engineering project, the DB also increases accordingly.
BC and Deviation Level Measurement of FO
Similar to MO, DB calculation and preset take place in the project planning phase. In order to monitor the FO realtime deviation since commencement, the BC of DB should be timely measured when a project reaches a milestone.
The BC has been defined as the D-value of actual objective value and expected value in this paper. Therefore, in the BC measurement of FO, the distance between x i and actual objective status x a in one leaf grid cell should be calculated first, similar to Equation (2):
Where μ(X a , l z ) is a membership matric of relations of the actual situation grid a, and m is the number of elements in fuzzy labels L.
As with DB measurement, BC should be the sum of D xi-xa in all the leaf grid cells. When BC was measured in one grid cell, the D xi-xc in the following grid cells was not observed. During the progression of the engineering project, the BC is also considered a process of accumulation. BC of leaf grid cell Q is the sum of D xi-xa in the previous leaf grid cell.
(6)
Where w is the number of grid cells finished before leaf grid cell Q.
The result of the BC is a non-fuzzy distance between actual objective status and ideal objective status. The objective deviation information can be easily acquired by comparing BC Q with DB Q . An additional fuzzification calculation should be done to obtain a clear deviation level.
BC needs to be normalized to comply with DB. The ideal situation (BC=0) is ascribed to a real value B i , and the critical situation, which represents a poorly acceptable status (BC=DB), is ascribed to a real value B c . Normalized BC (B a ) is obtained by the following transformation:
The deviation level can be calculated by substituting the normalized BC into the membership functions μL(x) used above according to the principle of maximum membership degree. 
EXAMPLE APPLICATION
The principal part construction of Shenyang Olympic Tennis court was selected as the example to illustrate the realtime monitor process in detail. The project was completed in the end of year 2007. Because this project belongs to the Olympic demonstration engineering project, the detailed construction process records data that reflect some objectives' stated during construction. Therefore, we chose this project as a calculation example. For space limitations, only schedule and quality objective data in the subgrade and foundation engineering stage have been discussed in this paper. Grid monitor structure should be built before the start of a project. The building stages and the completed grid were mentioned earlier (Fig. 4). 
Buffer Analysis of Schedule Objective
Referring to the progress plan (Fig. 3) and workforce capability of Shenyang Olympic Tennis court, the preset buffers of the project are shown in Table 1 . The actual progress of subgrade and foundation engineering stage is shown in Table 2 . According to the data in Tables 1 and 2 , the deviation level measurement process is shown in Table 3 In grid cell 1.1, BC 1.1.1 is 4 days, BC 1.1.2 is -2 days. Because of the delay of work 1.1.1, the starting time of work 1.1.2 delayed for 4 days, as the work 1.1.2 fulfilled ahead of schedule, while, the actual BC of grid 1.1 is two days, which can be absorbed by the SB 1.1 . This situation accords with the Deviation I In grid cell 1.2, BC 1.2 is 1 day, as there is no SB in this grid cell; one day in PB must be consumed to absorb the delay. This situation accords with the Deviation II.
In grid cell 1.3, work 1.3.1 delayed for 4 days. As can be seen in Fig. (3) , that work 1.3.1 represents non-critical activities, there is free time between work 1.3.1 and 1.3.3, therefore, this delay without any loss of buffer. BC 1.3.2 is 1 day, BC 1.3.3 is 3days, so BC 1.3 is 4 days, which is more than SB 1.3, This situation accords with the Deviation II.
In the actual situation, because of lack of timely objective monitoring applied, delay appeared in the work 1.2, and becomes more increases over-time serious along with the advancement of engineering. The actual completion time was three months than more the planned time. If the real-time monitor method is used in this project, the schedule objective deviation state would reflected to project manager timely, and corrective measures can be adopted to avoid delay.
Buffer Analysis of Quality Objective
In this project, quality evaluation at each milestone is characterized by five levels ( Table 4) According to the experience data statistics of similar projects and expert analysis, cosinusoid membership functions were considered to be the most suitable for this project.
(8)
Substituting the level value into membership function, the membership matrix can be rewritten as follow: Table 5 shows the DB preset in quality objective. Ideal objective status x i and critical objective status x c of each leaf grid cell were set in the design document, which is marked by fuzzy values L{I, II, III, IV, V}. The normalized weighted coefficient K is in parentheses. The DB was calculated from x i and x c according to the equations (2), (3), (4). I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   x c  IV  II  III  III  III  II  IV  III  III  IV  III  III  III  III Table 6 shows the real-time evaluation statistic that represents the actual quality status x a in some milestones. As shown in Table 7 , the BC and normalized BC have been calculated from statistics in Table 6 according to the equations (5), (6), (7) . As the quality evaluation result of grid cell 1.1.2 was below the critical objective status, the symbol "Ø" was used to represent this situation which is beyond the scope of BC calculation. It means that the quality
in this grid cell is lower than the minimum permitted. Immediate rectification measures are needed to ensure that the quality of this grid cell stays above of the critical objective status. In order to gain a clear deviation level, the normalized BC is substituted into the membership functions µ l (x):
where B l {l=I, II, III, IV, V} are the normalized values of the quality level. Therefore, a fuzzily expressed situation of overall quality deviation at every milestone can be expressed in the following way:
(11)
In accordance with the principle of maximum membership degree, the real-time overall quality deviation status in every milestone is shown in Table 8 : This result agrees with the actual project situation. In the actual situation, construction schedule basically went according to plan. However, due to the contractor's misunderstanding of the quality requirements and the supervisor's ignorance, project quality was out of control at the beginning of construction, even lower than the critical requirements. After milestone 1.1.2, owners and supervisor identified these quality problems during a routine inspection. Through communication with the contractor and taking remedial measures, such as re-work and maintenance, the project quality improved significantly.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach for real-time monitoring objective deviation and measuring deviation level in an engineering project was presented. Real-time monitoring is emphasized in this paper, the sensitivity and dynamic, of management have gained increasing importance in the construction of industry. The following conclusions or achievements can be obtained from the above research.
Compared with other related researches that mainly focus on single objective management, this research focused 1.
more on the comprehensiveness of monitoring scope. Monitoring the real-time situation of all the objectives in one model enable the project manager to carry out management and decision-making in a more macro perspective. It can also save the management resources. Some method about project objective management (for example, CPM) mainly focuses on the planning phase 2. 
